Proof Testing Level Instruments

Partial proof testing of level instruments can save millions of dollars while maintaining required safety ratings

By Bill Sholette, Level Product Business Manager – Endress+Hauser and Craig McIntyre, Chemical Industry Manager – Endress+Hauser

Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) are designed to prevent or mitigate hazardous events to ensure human safety, prevent damage to facilities, and protect the environment. It is important to understand the associated cost with Safety Instrumented Systems and the requirements for maintaining the appropriate functional safety level.

Level instruments, both switches and transmitters (Figure 1), are certified to a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) based on their reliability, testing and certifications. Safety Integrity Levels range from SIL1 (low risk) to SIL4 (very high risk). For level instruments, one major safety function is the ability to detect an overfill condition in a tank or vessel. If a level instrument fails, a tank may overflow, allowing hazardous fluids into the environment.

Figure 1: Typical level switch, installed near top of a tank to detect possible overfill conditions. To perform a full proof test often requires removing level switch.
**Proof Testing** An important part of validating the safety function in a level instrument is the requirement for regular proof testing. This testing confirms the integrity of the level measurement portion of the loop and ensures the average Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD Average) is within acceptable limits. Without testing, this PFD value will increase to a point where the instrument no longer meets the specified SIL requirements for the SIS.

There are two levels of testing: a Full Proof Test and a Partial Proof Test. A full proof test returns the PFD Average back to or close to the instrument’s original targeted PFD Average. A partial proof test brings the instrument’s PFD Average back to a percentage of the original PFD Average.

A full proof test can be accomplished in two ways. In the first method, the level in the vessel can be raised to the activation point of the instrument being tested, providing functional proof that it still works. The danger of this approach is that if the instrument is a critical high (CH) or high high (HH) level sensor for overfill prevention, and it does not activate during the test, a spill is likely.

The American Petroleum Institute (API), in its recommended practices for overfill prevention in above ground storage tanks (API2350), therefore prohibits testing that raises the level to an unsafe condition. Also, AP12350-2012 recommends following IEC 61511 methodology in new overfill prevention systems.

The second approach to full proof testing is to remove the instrument from the vessel for testing in a simulated vessel using material from the process (Figure 2). There are several considerations with this approach.

![Figure 2: In a “bucket test,” a level switch is removed from the vessel and immersed in material from the process to test that it switches properly.](image)

First, the process may need to be taken offline, which may interrupt the overall production process. There will be manpower required to run the test, and there may also be safety issues with exposing personnel to the process or to the environment. Finally, the process material used for the test must be disposed.

It is important to understand that not all level switches can be tested in this manner. Some technologies such as capacitance rely on the reference to ground geometry inside the vessel. Removing the instrument from the vessel for testing will not represent the installed state and will not be a valid test.

The third method is in-situ Partial Proof Testing, where the level switch or transmitter is “exercised” to ensure that it has no internal problems and all functions are operating properly. In Partial Proof Testing, the level instrument remains installed, and testing is done through a function test. Figure 3 illustrates the three proof testing methods.
Partial Proof Testing A partial proof test is used to validate the integrity and reliability of the SIS sensor subsystem. A partial proof test detects a percentage of potential failures. As such, it does not fully return the PFD to the instrument’s original state. After a given time interval, a full proof test must be performed to return the instrument to its original PFD (Figure 4). The appropriate use of partial proof testing can lead to justification of extended full proof test intervals.
There are four categories of failures:

Safe Detected Failures ($\lambda_{SD}$) – A failure that is not dangerous but is detected by the electronics fault monitoring. Example: a short circuit on the 4 to 20mA output, where current exceeds 20mA causes a high level alarm condition.

Safe Undetected Failures ($\lambda_{SU}$) – A failure that is not dangerous but is not detected by the electronics fault monitoring. Example: A failure leads to an 8mA current which is equal to the alarm current.

Dangerous Detected Failures ($\lambda_{DD}$) – A failure that is dangerous but is detected by the electronics fault monitoring. Example: A broken diaphragm in a pressure transmitter. The broken diaphragm could result in a valid measured value but internal diagnostics detects failure and provides an alarm.

Dangerous Undetected Failures ($\lambda_{DU}$) – A failure that is dangerous but is not detected by the electronics fault monitoring. Example: The current signal “freezes” between 4 and 20mA, so no warning or safety function is available.

When conducting a proof test, we are not concerned with Safe Detected Failures, Safe Undetected Failures, and Dangerous Detected failures (Figure 5). These failures are either safe failures or are failures that are detected by the internal diagnostic monitoring function. The total percentage of these equals the Safe Failure Fraction (SFF).

![Figure 5: Safe Failure Fraction and the remaining Dangerous Undetected failures](image-url)
A proof test (Partial or Full) addresses the Dangerous Undetected Failures. This is accomplished by providing a functional test of the instrument. That is, the initiation of a proof test “exercises” the instrument by causing the instrument to perform its intended function.

For example, a proof test of an overfill prevention point level switch will cause the unit to output a high level alarm as it would in an actual high level event. By exercising the output of the instrument, a percentage of the dangerous undetected failures are exercised.

If a Dangerous Undetected Failure is present, it will be exposed by the proof test. For example, if the overfill prevention switch has experienced a dangerous undetected failure, it will not provide the high level alarm that is expected resulting in a “Failed” proof test. A failed proof test requires examination of the instrument for repair or replacement.

The percentage coverage attained with a Partial Proof Test is dependent on the percentage of dangerous undetected failures that are covered by the test. This percentage is determined by testing and evaluation of the instrument and results in a percentage of Proof Test Coverage (PTC).

A full proof test is designed to simulate the function of the instrument as close as possible to an actual event. For example, when the material level in an application of an overfill prevention point level switch is raised to a point where the switch changes state from normal to alarm. The full proof test comes as close as possible to an actual event, which approaches 100% Proof Test Coverage.

The advantage to a partial proof test is that it can often be done “in-situ,” meaning that the test can be performed without removing the instrument from the process. This eliminates much of the cost and safety concerns associated with removing the instrument for a full proof test.

However, the accumulating PFD over time can cause the level instrument to move out of its specified SIL, requiring a full proof test. For example, the sensor in Figure 4 was found to require a full proof test about every three years.

Statistically, the chance of an instrument failure increases over time. The longer an instrument is installed in an application without performing its intended function, the more likely a failure will occur.

For example, a High High level switch used for overfill prevention is mounted above the High Level switch used for stop fill indication. Ideally, the level never exceeds the High Level stop fill switch. A High High overfill prevention switch could go for years without “seeing” level. The longer the instrument is idle, the higher the possibility of Failure On Demand (PFD). This causes a drift from the original SIL level toward a lower SIL level (SIL3 to SIL2), requiring a proof test to return the instrument function to the original SIL level.

The specific procedures described below for partial proof testing apply only to Endress+Hauser instruments and are provided as examples. Partial proof tests vary among instrument manufacturers who offer SIL products, but most major instrument manufacturers have procedures for proof testing.

Overfill protection in a tank or vessel is usually accomplished with level switches or level transmitters, and each instrument has a means of performing partial proof testing.

**Level Switch Testing** In many critical safety installations, two level switches (i.e., 2oo2) must be used to meet SIL3 requirements. If one switch fails, probability of failure calculations assume that the other switch will continue to operate properly (called Homogeneous Redundancy), thus fulfilling SIL3 requirements.

Another solution is to use a single level switch (i.e., 1o1) that is SIL3 certified. This reduces the amount of maintenance and required full proof testing. The single level switch requires periodic partial proof testing to ensure that it meets SIL3 requirements throughout its life span, and uses built-in diagnostics to identify operational problems.

The Liquiphant™ FTL8X point level measurement system can be used to meet SIL3 requirements as it continuously self-
monitors the tuning fork frequency and the operation of the electronics. A shift in frequency would indicate possible damage or corrosion to the fork assembly. The continuous monitoring also checks the function of the electronic unit and the piezo drive, and checks for shorts or breaks in the wiring.

Whenever the switch is powered up—or when a button is pushed to initiate an in-situ partial proof test—the unit goes through a test sequence. During the test sequence the switch reduces the frequency to the drive coils, vibrates the fork at a reduced frequency and reports the reduced frequency. It also initiates a change in the output state which triggers any control elements in the loop such as valves, pumps, interlocks, etc.

Therefore, the entire unit and its associated automaton system components are tested, not just the output contacts. This, along with internal circuit redundancy, high diagnostics coverage and high SFF provides a level switch that meets SIL3 in a single instrument.

The optional Endress+Hauser Nivotester™ Model FTL825 is a receiver that the FTL8X Liquiphant attaches to. It has a push button to perform the partial proof test (Figure 6). The Nivotester monitors diagnostics and a continuous live signal that is modulated on the 4-20mAdc current signal being generated by the Liquiphant, which allows Endress+Hauser to attain a SIL3 rating with one switch.

Nivotester diagnostics can be programmed into a Safety PLC; however, the Liquiphant and Nivotester package provides a complete SIL3 Switch.

Figure 6: A partial proof test can be initiated by pushing a button on the Nivotester receiver or on the level switch.

The combination of continuous monitoring and in-situ testing provides the diagnostic coverage required to reduce the PFD (Probability of Failure on Demand) to meet and maintain SIL3 service.

This partial proof test attains 99% of the PFD. With yearly partial proof testing, the requirement for a full proof test can be extended to twelve years (Figure 7).
Figure 7: A 99% partial proof test extends the need for full proof testing out to 12 years.

The cost savings realized by performing a full proof test only once every twelve years is substantial. Consider that bringing a process down, performing the full proof test, and restarting the process takes approximately 10 hours. A conservative estimate might be $10,000 per hour in lost production, plus $1,500 for manpower and disposal of material.

Compared to an instrument that requires a full proof test each year, this translates into a savings of $101,500 per year and $1,218,000 over the twelve year cycle. When multiplied by the number of level switches in a facility, this becomes a substantial savings.

**Level Transmitters** Unlike level switches, level transmitters are rarely rated SIL3. The Endress+Hauser FMP5X Levelflex™ Guided Wave Radar level transmitter, for example, is rated to SIL2 as a single device and SIL3 in homogenous redundancy.

But like level switches, level transmitters must also undergo proof testing. Procedures for accomplishing this vary from vendor, although full proof testing still involves removing the transmitter from the vessel. However, since many level transmitters operate from the top down—such as guided wave radar and ultrasonic transmitters—removing and replacing a transmitter may not require a compete process shut down.

In-situ partial proof testing can be accomplished with many level transmitters. The Levelflex can perform its in-situ test through FieldCare™, an Endress+Hauser software program that helps users perform testing and other instrument calibration and maintenance functions.

A high safety setting can be added to a data field in the software program. For example, a user can enter a safety setting to provide an alarm if the level reaches 90% full. In the FieldCare operations menu there is an option for simulation of level. The test is done by simulating a level that is just below the safety setting (89%). At the 89% setting, the safety value is not exceeded and the status should be "Good."

The next step is to simulate a level above the safety setting (91%). The simulated value exceeds the safety setting and the status should then indicate an alarm condition. When using FieldCare, screens can be saved as documentation of the successful in-situ test. The entire test is completed without physically changing the process level or interrupting the tank availability, thus saving time and money.

This partial proof test provides a 92% Proof Test Coverage, returning the PFD below the SIL2 threshold.
Applicable Standards  In the past, level instruments were designed according to established practice and proven in use. Now the IEC 61508 standard provides a systematic approach for the design and testing of products in safety-related applications.

The IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) defined SIS (Safety Instrumented System) and wrote the standards. Level instruments fall under IEC 61508, which applies to manufacturer and suppliers of SIL (Safety Integrity Level) products.

API (American Petroleum Institute) developed the API2350 standard, which provides recommended practices for above ground storage vessels containing petroleum products. The NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) also publishes recommended practices for storage of hazardous flammable chemicals.

The entire life cycle starting from the development of the safety devices including maintenance by the end-user is taken into account. SIL2-capable devices are certified by the manufacturer and may be evaluated or certified by a third party, such as TÜV or EXIDA. Manufacturers can have their IEC 61508 design capabilities certified by a third party. SIL3-capable devices are typically certified by a third party.

Under IEC 61511 (ANSI/ISA 84.00.01 in the U.S.) the lifecycle of the safety system must be managed and documented by the end user. However, manufacturers can provide products with capabilities that make these tasks simpler and easier, while also reducing compliance costs. ANSI/ISA 2350-2012 references implementation of IEC 61511.

IEC 61511 is being adopted as a standards-based good engineering practice method, displacing older and organization-specific approaches.

Summary  Many manufactures provide SIL-rated level instruments, but end user testing procedures for maintaining SIL ratings over the life of the instruments vary significantly from one manufacturer to the next. The end user is ultimately responsible for ensuring that partial and full proof tests are conducted to maintain the SIL rating of level instruments, but selection of the right instrument can ease compliance.
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